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Abstract
In this article, rubber bumpers of Double-Wishbone suspension system have been modeled and analyzed. The objective of the present work is to predict the performance of these products during deformation, represent an optimum method to design, obtain stiffness characteristic curves and utilize the results in the automotive suspension dynamic analysis. These parts are nonlinear and exhibit large deformation under loading. They have an important role to limit the motion of wheels and absorb energy. In this study, nonlinear FE model using ABAQUS software was used to obtain the bumper load-displacement curve. Then a laboratory test was done on the bumper to get this curve. The comparison between numerical and experimental results shows a good adaptation. A less than 2 percent difference has been observed between them. Thus, we can use this numerical method to simulate bumpers easily and accurately.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rubber is an engineering material and has isotropic, nonlinear behavior and exhibits large deformation under loading. Many parameters, such as the amplitude of the loading or the temperature, influence its behavior [1]. These materials, because of their recovery and energy absorbing behavior during impact as well as light weight and moldable characteristics, are used extensively in automotive industry. Engine mounts, rubber bushes and rubber stopper bumps applied to suspension systems are a few examples of them [2].

Rubber bumpers are applied to suspension systems to protect against metal to metal contact, limit the motion of wheels, absorb vibrations and decrease the transmissibility of the road irregularities to the vehicle [3].

There are many numerical methods for problem solving, but FEA is the most accurate, versatile and comprehensive method for solving complex design problems such as nonlinear analysis of rubber material parts. FEA of elastomers became a reality for the elastomer component design engineer in the early 1970s with commercial finite element programs such as MARC. Since that time, FEA programs such as ANSYS and ABAQUS have incorporated analyzing elastomer materials [4]. Due to complex mechanical behavior of elastomers, an appropriate material model is required to analyze rubber components.

Snowdon [5] described the manner in which the internal damping and the dynamic elastic module of rubberlike materials depend upon frequency and temperature and derived a simple general equation from which the transmissibility of any rubber type material may be estimated, provided the frequency dependence of the dynamic shear modulus and the associated damping factor of the material. Hill [6] obtained an exact expression for small radial deformations of bonded cylindrical rubber bush mountings of finite lengths for the applied force. Fourier and Fourier-Bessel series were used for the solution. Garmaroudi. A et.al [7] represented an optimum method to design engine mounts using spring with damping to model these rubber parts by ANSYS.

In this paper rubber bumper of Double-Wishbone suspension system is modeled and analyzed by nonlinear FEM using ABAQUS to obtain load-displacement curve. The bumper used in the present work is made from natural rubber filled with 65 phr carbon black. This type of material is known as hyperelastic. The hyperelastic model and proper strain energy potential are utilized to define the mechanical
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more accurate in fitting experimental results. If limited test data are available, the Arruda - Boyce, Yeoh, or reduced polynomial forms provide reasonable behavior. In the present paper since the uniaxial tension test data was just available for the material used, the Yeoh form was selected because this model has been demonstrated to fit various modes of deformation using data from a uniaxial tension test only [4]. The strain energy potential for this form is [9]:

\[
W = C_0 (I_1 - 3) + C_2 (I_2 - 3)^2 + C_3 (I_3 - 3)^3 \\
+ \frac{1}{D_1} (J^{m_1} - 1)^2 + \frac{1}{D_2} (J^{m_2} - 1)^4 + \frac{1}{D_3} (J^{m_3} - 1)^6
\]

Where \( C_0 \) and \( D_i \) are material parameters.

The properties of rubber type materials can vary significantly from one batch to another; therefore, if data are used from several experiments, all of the experiments should be performed on specimens taken from the same batch of material.

3. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS WITH LARGE DEFORMATION OF RUBBER BUMPER

3.1. Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis of rubber bumper

Since rubber materials are nonlinear and exhibit large deformation under loading, in this study nonlinear finite element analysis by ABAQUS, a robust computer program to model elastomers with such complex characteristics, has been used to investigate the static deflection and load-displacement curve of the rubber bumper.

Figure (1) shows the rubber bumper and Double-wishbone suspension system in which it is applied. The bumper is connected to the lower control arm as shown in figure (1).

The 3D-geometry and 2D-drawing of the rubber bumper modeled in CATIA is depicted in figure (2).

The bumper used in the present work is made from natural rubber filled with 65 phr carbon black. The stress-strain curve of the material of this bumper from a uniaxial tension test is shown in figure (3). The stress-strain behavior of rubbers is elastic but highly nonlinear. This type of material behavior is known as hyperelasticity. A convenient way of defining a hyperelastic material is to supply ABAQUS with material test data by specifying strain energy potential.
In the present work since the uniaxial tension test data was just available for the material used, the Yeoh form was selected. Table (1) presents the material parameters of Yeoh form, $C_{i0}$ and $D_i$, estimated by ABAQUS according to the input material test data shown in figure (3).

To check the accuracy of the selected strain energy potential form, the stress-strain curve of the material depicted in figure (3) has been compared with the estimated curve by ABAQUS using Yeoh form in figure (4). Figure (4) shows a little error between two curves, thus Yeoh form is appropriate to model the characteristics of the bumper material. In addition to the provision of the material test data to determine a hyperelastic material, density and Poisson’s ratio are also required. Density and Poisson’s ratio of the used rubber are 1.2 g/ml and 0.49 respectively. Most elastomers have very little compressibility. In cases where the material is highly confined, the compressibility must be modeled correctly to obtain accurate results but in applications where the material is not highly confined, the degree of compressibility is typically not crucial. The relative compressibility of a material can be modeled by the ratio of its initial bulk modulus, $K_0$, to its initial shear modulus, $\mu_0$. This ratio can also be expressed in terms of Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$) [9]:

$$\nu = \frac{3K_0/\mu_0 - 2}{6K_0/\mu_0 + 2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

If no value is given for the material compressibility in the hyperelastic model, by default ABAQUS assumes $K_0/\mu_0 = 2$, corresponding to Poisson’s ratio of 0.475. Since the Poisson’s ratio of typical unfilled elastomers is 0.4995 - 0.49995 and filled elastomers is 0.490 - 0.497, this default provides much more compressibility than is available in most elastomers. Temperature effects and the visco-elastic nature of this elastomer are eliminated due to static analysis.

The assembly used in ABAQUS to FEA of the rubber bumper has been shown in figure (5). By applying the force - time curve to the flat rigid part, it moves toward the bumper and applies this force to it. Rigid constraint was prescribed to the flat moving part. Also a clamped boundary condition was applied to the bottom surface of the bumper.

Many engineering problems involve contact between two or more components. In these problems a force normal to the contacting surfaces acts on the two
bodies when they touch each other. The general aim of contact simulations is to identify the areas on the surfaces that are in contact and to calculate the contact pressures generated. In a finite element analysis, contact conditions are a special class of discontinuous constraint, allowing forces to be transmitted from one part of the model to another. The constraint is discontinuous because it is applied only when the two surfaces are in contact. When the two surfaces separate, no constraint is applied. The analysis has to be able to detect when two surfaces are in contact and apply the contact constraints accordingly. Similarly, the analysis must be able to detect when two surfaces separate and remove the contact constraints. A contact simulation using contact pairs is defined by specifying surface definitions for the bodies that could potentially be in contact and the mechanical and thermal contact property models, such as the pressure-overclosure relationship, the friction coefficient, or the contact conduction coefficient [9]. In this work a surface to surface contact was used to model the contact interaction between bumper surface and flat rigid part surface.

Self-contact is typically the result of large deformation in a model. It is often difficult to predict which regions will be involved in the contact or how they will move relative to each other. Self - contact was used for bumper exterior surface to define the interaction of this surface with itself.

In FEA some factors such as type, shape and size of elements must be considered to have an effective mesh. Because the accuracy of results depends on the accuracy of elements selected. In nonlinear FEA, lower-order elements are often preferred over higher elements, because of reasonable accuracy at reduced cost and their robustness for large deformation analysis. So using a linear element is preferred over quadratic and cubic elements. In nonlinear FEA such as rubber analysis, it is well known that the linear 3-node triangle and 4-node tetrahedron can give incorrect results because they are too stiff. When using lower-order elements, 4-node quadrilaterals and 8-node brick elements perform significantly better than triangle and tetrahedron elements [4]. Figure (6) illustrates the force-displacement curve of the top point of bumper obtained during a static analysis using tetrahedron and brick elements. It is observed that tetrahedron elements curve is stiffer than brick elements curve.

An accurate shape element must satisfy the following conditions [10]:

$$15^\circ \leq \text{The corner angle of element} \leq 165^\circ$$
$$\text{aspect ratio} \leq 5$$

Where the aspect ratio of an element is the ratio of its longer dimension to its shorter dimension. The displacement and stress convergency curves of some bumper nodes were obtained for different element sizes to select the best one. In order to check the convergency, both coarse and fine elements were used and the best one was selected after the observation of convergency.

Solid elements (8-node first-order brick, hybrid, reduced integration with hourglass control elements) were used for rubber bumper according to important points mentioned above. Figure (7) shows typical finite element mesh of this bumper. Since flat moving part has rigid constraint, the type of
elements isn’t important because they won’t take into account in the calculations. The interpolation function for first-order brick element is as follows:

\[
\phi = \sum_{i=1}^{k} N_i(g,h,r) \phi_i
\]

\[
N_i = \frac{1}{8} (1 + g)(1 + h)(1 + r)
\]

Where \( g, h \) and \( r \) are element coordinates shown in figure (8), \( N_i \) is shape function and \( \phi_i \) is nodal value. The FE final deformation of the bumper at the maximum force value and the force - displacement curve of the top point of that are presented in figure (9).

3.2. Experimental Test and Verifying the FE Results

A laboratory test was done to verify the FE result of bumper load - displacement curve. The compression test of bumper was done using an Instron 1115. Rubber bumper was set between a moving part and a load cell as shown in figure (10).

The speed of moving part was 10 mm/min. The force, applied to the bumper by the moving part, was drawn versus the displacement of the top point of bumper by computer to get load - displacement curve. Since the stress strain function stabilizes after between 3 and 20 repetitions for most elastomers, the bumper has been tested 5 times to obtain a stable curve. Figure (11) shows the results of these five loading cycles. Also the displacement values of the bumper top point...
at 4 arbitrary force values of these cycles have been given in Table (2).

Since the difference between 4th cycle and 5th cycle is less than 0.8 %, 5th cycle was selected as bumper load - displacement curve. The comparison between numerical and experimental load - displacement curve shows a good agreement. A less than 2 percent difference has been observed between them. This comparison is shown in Figure (12). Figure (13) shows experimental final deformation of the bumper.
Table 2. Experimental displacement values of the bumper top point at several arbitrary force values of the first five loading cycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force (N)</th>
<th>Cycle1</th>
<th>Cycle2</th>
<th>Cycle3</th>
<th>Cycle4</th>
<th>Cycle5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>15.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>16.27</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>17.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. The comparison between numerical and experimental load-displacement curves

Fig. 13. Experimental final deformation of the bumper at the maximum value of the used force
at the maximum value of the force applied.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper rubber bumper performance of double-wishbone suspension was considered numerically and experimentally. The nonlinear finite element method by using ABAQUS was used to analyze bumper statically and obtain its load-displacement curve. Rubber bumper was modeled by hyperelastic material model using uniaxial nominal stress-strain data. Because 4-node tetrahedron elements are too stiff and result in incorrect results, 8-node linear brick and hybrid elements were utilized for FE modeling of the bumper. Then a laboratory test was done on the bumper to verify the FE results by its resultant load-displacement curve. The comparison between numerical and experimental characteristic curves of the bumper shows a good adaptation. A less than 2 percent difference has been observed between them. Thus the presented nonlinear FEA can be used to model rubber parts with any shape and material and FE results can be utilized as an input in the automotive dynamic analysis programs such as ADAMS.
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NOMENCLATURE

C right Cauchy-Green tensor
F tensor gradient
\( g \) element coordinate
\( h \) element coordinate
\( I \) tensor unit
\( J_\text{dev} \) deviatoric strain invariant
\( J \) total volume ratio
\( J_{el} \) elastic volume ratio
\( J_{th} \) thermal volume ratio
\( K_0 \) initial bulk modulus
\( N_i \) shape function
\( r \) element coordinate
\( T \) Piola-Kirchhoff stress
\( U \) deformation tensor
\( W \) strain energy density
\( \Delta \) Green-Lagrange deformation tensor
\( \varepsilon_i \) principal extension
\( \varepsilon_i^\text{th} \) linear thermal expansion strain
\( \phi_i \) nodal value
\( \lambda_i \) principal stretch ratio
\( \lambda_i \) deviatoric stretch
\( \mu_0 \) initial shear modulus
\( \nu \) Poisson's ratio